Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CEO_JJ says:
::On Deck 13 making last checks of the quarters:: *OPS*: it's all OK down here
CNS_Savar says:
::In OPS at science station reviewing relevant data::
CFCO_Harr says:
::In quarters preparing for arrival of Visitors::
OpsPalmer says:
::standing at the Ops Station going over status on Norom::
AXOWolfe says:
::stands in front of his fresher mirror, attempting in vain to fix the collar on his dress uniform::
CMO_Rex says:
::In his office, reviewing medical data on the visitors::
CSO_Tyler says:
::in quarters reviewing information on the visitors::
CTO_Matt says:
::stands in front of his control panels and monitors all incoming and outgoing traffic::
Sec_Arcon says:
::In security office briefing the security teams assigned to the delegation::
OpsPalmer says:
*CEO* Right, did you check their replicators?
KateWolfe says:
::comes up behind her husband:: Max: Need some help?
CEO_JJ says:
::Takes out tricorder to check on gravity in the hall ways::
AXOWolfe says:
Humph...I think I've put on a little weight since I was fitted for this....::turns to face his wife::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A vessel shows on sensors.  It is a Sabre Class.
CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: the replicators should be able to work if they have the information on the food that they want
CTO_Matt says:
::notices the sensor of the vessel and does a scan to see the registry of the ship::
KateWolfe says:
::adjust the collar so he's not choking:: Better?
OpsPalmer says:
*CEO* right Chief, thanks.
CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: my tricorder says that the corridors gravity is at normal you should change that to make the increase to the Noroms room gradual
CSO_Tyler says:
::heads for OPS::
AXOWolfe says:
::smiles::  Kate:  Much.......how do I look?  ::adjusts jacket once more::
KateWolfe says:
::smoothes it out, and steps back to take a look:: Max: You're all set. Avoid any crisis, if you would.
OpsPalmer says:
*AXO* Sir, the delegation's rooms are ready for them?
Sec_Arcon says:
*OPS*  What is the ETA for the Norom delegation?
CFCO_Harr says:
*AXO* Sir, would you like me to be there when you greet the delegation?
CSO_Tyler says:
::arrives in OPS steps off turbo lift and walks to the science station where the CNS is sitting::
CEO_JJ says:
::tries to turn and scan the corridor again for other things that might make the Noroms more comfortable:: myself: I can't move in this stupid dress uniform
CMO_Rex says:
::taps comm badge:: *XO* Sir, recommend limiting the Norom's exposure to our gravity - otherwise, when they returned to their quarters, they could suffer compression fractures.
CSO_Tyler says:
CNS: hello counselor.. I just wanted to compare notes real quick, make sure I didn't miss anything
OpsPalmer says:
*SEC* about two hours.
AXOWolfe says:
*OPS*  Understood.  Notify Ensign Arcon and have him lay out pathway to the Delegations quarters.....
CNS_Savar says:
::Looking up:: Tyler: Of course.  ::Stands up::
CMO_Rex says:
::steps out of sickbay and runs to join the welcoming party::
KateWolfe says:
::shakes head:: Max: Can't anyone on this station make decisions on their own? ::hearing the multitude of comms::
CFCO_Harr says:
*AXO* Sir, would you like me to be there when you greet the delegation?
AXOWolfe says:
*CMO*  Understood....notify Ensign Arcon of that little tidbit
AXOWolfe says:
Kate:  we are all young once....::smiles and winks:
KateWolfe says:
Max: Not that young.
CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: I don't feel a change in gravity in this corridor is there something wrong with the generators?
CTO_Matt says:
*AXO*  Sir, we have a Sabre class starship approaching.  There are no life signs and it is travelling at warp 8.  It is heading into the system.  Registry shows it to be the USS Apollo.
AXOWolfe says:
Kate:  You just think you weren't  ::leans forward and places a small kiss on her forehead::
OpsPalmer says:
*AXO* Aye, sir.     *SEC* Map out a route for the delegation and let know it when you have.
AXOWolfe says:
*CTO* Is it on the arrival manifest?
CSO_Tyler says:
CNS: Well thanks counselor.. looks like all is in order... I think I'm going to head for the welcome room
KateWolfe says:
::gives him a grudging smile:: Max: Go on....I'll catch up with you later.
CFCO_Harr says:
::heads to landing bay to welcome the Norom::
OpsPalmer says:
*CEO* Thanks for the information the temperature controls.
AXOWolfe says:
*CTO*  Be advised, I'm on my way up to OPS
CMO_Rex says:
::arrives at the docking port at which the Norom are expected::
CTO_Matt says:
*AXO*  No, Sir.
CSO_Tyler says:
::steps on TL and exits OPS::
AXOWolfe says:
*CTO*  Time until the arrival of the Delegation?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: At the edge of the system, Apollo slows to impulse and begins transmitting a signal.
Sec_Arcon says:
*OPS*  Right.  Docking bay  to TL 2 to deck 13 main corridor to their quarters.
CEO_JJ says:
*SEC*: Arcon, I am sorry I forgot to tell you that the Noroms will not be able to dock at the closest docking port to their quarters. We couldn't retro fit the docking clamps
AXOWolfe says:
::walks to the turbolifts...stepping on and heading up to OPS::
KateWolfe says:
::starts looking for her dress uniform....It is around here somewhere.::
Sec_Arcon says:
*OPS*  OK will docking bay 4 do?  Same route.
CTO_Matt says:
*AXO*  Sir, I am receiving am signal from the ship.  It has also slowed to impulse.
OpsPalmer says:
*SEC* Thanks for the information.  Have your teams ready for them when they arrive.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Norom ship appears on sensors.
CEO_JJ says:
*SEC*: I hope it doesn't cause too much trouble for your teams. If you need extra officers call for Engineering team 2.
CMO_Rex says:
::stands at the docking port, resplendent in his dress uniform.
AXOWolfe says:
::arrives in OPS::  CTO:  What is the nature of the signal?
Sec_Arcon says:
*OPS* We are heading to DB 4 now and will do a quick security sweep on the way.
CTO_Matt says:
*AXO*  Sir, the Noroms have arrived.
CTO_Matt says:
AXO:  Sir, it is a distress signal.
AXOWolfe says:
::dressed in full dress uniform with a single medal hanging just below his communicator.......::
Sec_Arcon says:
*CEO* Right.  I'll keep them in mind.
CTO_Matt says:
AXO:  Automated.
AXOWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow::
CNS_Savar says:
::Begins scans of ship from science station::
OpsPalmer says:
*SEC* Right.  Let me know when you finished.  Their ship is approaching the station.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Apollo's impulse engines shut down and it stops just inside the system.
KateWolfe says:
::finally pulls the uniform out of the very back of the closet, brushes it off, and pulls it on::
CEO_JJ says:
::feels the gravity in the corridor change slightly:: *OPS*: I am feeling the stronger gravity now. I am going to DB 4 now.
CTO_Matt says:
AXO:  Sir, the Apollo has shut down impulse engines and has stopped just inside the system.
CEO_JJ says:
::starts walking to a TL:: ::gets a little tired::
OpsPalmer says:
AXO:  Do you want to tractor them close?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Norom ship docks safely.
CEO_JJ says:
::enters TL:: TL: docking bay 4
CMO_Rex says:
::straightens his uniform::
CEO_JJ says:
::TL starts on trip::
CTO_Matt says:
AXO:  Sir, the Norom ship just docked.  No problems.
AXOWolfe says:
*FCO / Cnslr / CMO*  Report to Shuttlebay 1 for a mission
OPS:  Have a runabout ready for them....and notify them of the situation with the Apollo
OpsPalmer says:
*SEC* The Noroms are here.
KateWolfe says:
::sweeps her hair up into it's traditional French twist and makes certain she's looking like her usual gorgeous self, then grabs her commbadge and hurries out the door::
CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops:: ::walks to docking bay 4::
Sec_Arcon says:
*OPS* Right I see the ship is the AXO arriving to greet them?
AXOWolfe says:
::turns and jogs for the lift:: Ops:  I will be with the guests......
CFCO_Harr says:
AXO: on my way sir
CNS_Savar says:
*AXO*: Sir, I'm supposed to help welcome the Noroms.
CMO_Rex says:
*AXO* Understood, sir. I'll greet the Norom and excuse myself.
CEO_JJ says:
DB4: looks like I am just in time ::straightens suit::
AXOWolfe says:
*Cnslr*  Negative...report to Shuttlebay 1 for an emergency mission
CNS_Savar says:
::Enters TL:: Shuttlebay 1.
CFCO_Harr says:
::enter TL:: Shuttlebay !
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO/CNS/CMO* Runabout Trinidad is ready.  Be careful. No lifesigns onboard.
CTO_Matt says:
::prepares a runabout in Shuttlebay 1 and downloads the information about the Apollo.
KateWolfe says:
::pauses, waiting for the lift::
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO/CNS/CMO*  Take security precautions and keep your comm open.
CEO_JJ says:
::waits in DB4 for the Noroms::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Noroms board the station slowly, feeling their way along.
CFCO_Harr says:
::arrives at Shuutlebay 1 heads to Runabout Trinidad::
AXOWolfe says:
::zips down on the lift...stopping on deck 5....and picks up his wife::  Kate:  Fancy meeting you here
CNS_Savar says:
::Enters Shuttlebay 1, enters shuttle, and checks systems::
CMO_Rex says:
::waits for the Norom to pass him, then sprints to sickbay to get his equipment::
KateWolfe says:
::steps into the lift, and turns to face the door while affixing her commbadge to her uniform:: Max: I think you arranged it...but that's just me.
AGMDave is now known as No.
CFCO_Harr says:
::Grabs a phaser and enters Runabout Trinidad::
Sec_Arcon says:
Security teams: Detail ATTENTION.
No is now known as NoMor.
CEO_JJ says:
Sec: should I greet them ::whispers::
AXOWolfe says:
::feels the lift zip down and stop...the doors slide open...and he notices the first of the Norom's shuffle out of the airlock::  Kate:  Appears our guests are ambling out...
OpsPalmer says:
::checks shuttlecraft and watches the greetings::
Sec_Arcon says:
::Pipes aboard the delegation::
Host NoMor says:
ACTION: The Apollo starts to drift out of control.
CFCO_Harr says:
::does preflight check on runabout::
CMO_Rex says:
::grabs a medkit, medical tricorder, and his phaser, then heads down to the runabout::
KateWolfe says:
::puts on her most serene expression and steps out of the lift:: Max: it's just good that they made it all right.
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO* Are you ready to launch?
Host NoMor says:
::exits airlock and looks around with his ears::
CFCO_Harr says:
*OPS* as soon as CMO boards we are go for launch
AXOWolfe says:
::smiling and looking pleasant::  ::w::  Kate:  remember, they are nearsighted.......::approaches the honor guard::
CMO_Rex says:
::exits the turbolift at a run::
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO* The Apollo is starting to drift.
KateWolfe says:
~Max: Noted.~
CEO_JJ says:
::sees the Norom leader:: ::smiles::
CNS_Savar says:
::As preflight checks runs, checks phaser power::
CMO_Rex says:
::boards the runabout and takes the copilot's seat::
CFCO_Harr says:
*OPS* Roger
CFCO_Harr says:
::Launches runabout::
Host NoMor says:
::looks at JJ:: Where is your Commanding Officer?
CTO_Matt says:
*Runabout*  The Apollo is starting to drift.
Host NoMor says:
::ears twitching constantly::
CEO_JJ says:
NoMor: he is there, Mr. Ambassador
CFCO_Harr says:
::Engages drive at maximum impulse towards USS Apollo::
CMO_Rex says:
COM: CTO: Acknowledged.
OpsPalmer says:
CTO: Any new developments on the Apollo?
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  Ambassador NoMor...welcome to Arcadia Station
CTO_Matt says:
OPS:  Just that it is drifting now.
KateWolfe says:
::pauses a short distance from the ambassador, and waits for Max to do his thing::
CNS_Savar says:
::Continues to update position with science station::
CFCO_Harr says:
@COM: OPS ETA to Apollo?
Host NoMor says:
::ears flick in Wolfe's direction:: I am honored, Commander.
OpsPalmer says:
CSO: Any life signs at all?
Host NoMor says:
Wolfe: Now where are our quitters?
CEO_JJ says:
::stands very straight:: ::hates diplomatic courtesies::
AXOWolfe says:
::gives the traditional greeting::  NoMor:  The honor is mine.......please......::motions for the Honor Guard to lead the way::
CFCO_Harr says:
@CNS: CNS what do the scans show?
KateWolfe says:
::takes up her place at the rear of the procession, and just observes how this all unfolds.::
CNS_Savar says:
@CFCO: Ten minutes to Apollo.  Still no life signs being detected.
Sec_Arcon says:
::hand signals security team to move out
Host NoMor says:
::Quickly introduces his entourage and turns in the wrong direction::
CEO_JJ says:
::turns to follow:: ::this is faster than usual the AXO hasn't been able to introduce us yet::
Host NoMor says:
::runs into JJ::
CFCO_Harr says:
@CNS: Any signs of damage?
CEO_JJ says:
NoMor: This way Mr. Ambassador
Sec_Arcon says:
NoMor:  If you would please follow me sir?
CMO_Rex says:
@::re-checks his medkit::
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  This way Ambassador ::gently taps the Ambassadors shoulder and points in the direction of the Honor Guard::
OpsPalmer says:
CTO: Can you tell if they have been attacked?
CNS_Savar says:
@CFCO: Checking.  No outward signs of damage.
KateWolfe says:
::continues to observe, taking mental notes::
CTO_Matt says:
OPS:  I see no signs of damage.
CFCO_Harr says:
@COM *OPS* Last known position of the Apollo?
Sec_Arcon says:
::one team leading and one following the group::
CTO_Matt says:
*Trinidad*  Be aware that the Apollo is drifting to the station.
CEO_JJ says:
::follows the delegation out of the DB::
Host NoMor says:
::Pins ears down for a second, then turns around, motioning for his aides to follow::
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  Is this your first time aboard a Buckingham Class station, Ambassador?
CFCO_Harr says:
::positions Runabout along side of the Apollo::
OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO@ Be careful on your approach.
CEO_JJ says:
::no changelings no changelings no changelings::
Sec_Arcon says:
::Arrives at TL, sends one team ahead.::
CNS_Savar says:
@CFCO: Still no lifesigns being detected.
CFCO_Harr says:
@CMO: Do you read an atmosphere?
CMO_Rex says:
@::taps a few keys on the control board::
Host NoMor says:
Wolfe: Of course not, Commander.  ::sneers at the word commander::
CTO_Matt says:
::scans the Apollo for further signs of damage or scans to see if life support is functioning or a bad atmosphere is present::
Sec_Arcon says:
NoMor:  This way sir it is a short ride down to you quarters.
CFCO_Harr says:
@*OPS* We are at the Apollo. No signs of damage or life
CMO_Rex says:
FCO: Atmosphere appears to be habitable.
CEO_JJ says:
::waits for the second trip since the delegation can't go down in one trip::
OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO@ Roger, proceed cautiously.
CMO_Rex says:
@ even
CNS_Savar says:
@::Begins full scan, including subspace and looks for anomalies::
OpsPalmer says:
CTO:  Do we have another runabout ready in case?
CFCO_Harr says:
@CNS/CMO: One we do a biological scan and it checks we will beam over
Sec_Arcon says:
:: Enters TL with the Delegation and AXO::  Deck 13.
CTO_Matt says:
OPS:  There is none standing by, but, I can put one on standby.
AXOWolfe says:
::squeezes in the lift with NoMor and half of his entourage, and the sec team::  NoMor:  We have arranged for quarters that match your worlds atmosphere and gravimetric specifications, Ambassador
CMO_Rex says:
@::works his control panel, scanning for any airborne contaminants, bacterial, and viral::
CFCO_Harr says:
@*OPS* Preparing to beam over
Host NoMor says:
Wolfe: We wish to see your control room first.
KateWolfe says:
::waits for the next lift, having seen enough::
CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: send the second TL so we can follow the rest of the delegation
OpsPalmer says:
CTO: Go ahead and I will inform the AXO.
AXOWolfe says:
::feels the lift rise::  NoMor:  Very well Ambassador   
Lift:  Station Ops
CTO_Matt says:
OPS:  Yes, Sir.
CFCO_Harr says:
@CNS/CMO: ready?
AXOWolfe says:
::hears the lift chirp in response::
CMO_Rex says:
@FCO: Standby
CTO_Matt says:
::readies another shuttle for departure if needed::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Picks up phaser and tricorder:: CFCO: Aye.
OpsPalmer says:
*CEO* Roger ::sends TL::
CEO_JJ says:
::TL doors open:: delegation: If you will follow me we will catch up with the rest of the delegation
Sec_Arcon says:
Security Office:  Change of plans we're visiting Ops first.  Let them know.
OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO@ Go ahead.
CFCO_Harr says:
@CMO: On you go make sure we have an emergency beam out if there is a loss of vital signs
AXOWolfe says:
*CEO*  We will be visiting Station OPS...be advised
Sec_Arcon says:
Security to Ops:  the VIPs are on route to you.
CMO_Rex says:
@FCO: I'm still waiting on the results of my scan, sir.
CEO_JJ says:
::enters TL with second half of delegation:: *AXO*: Station OPS yes sir TL: OPS
CTO_Matt says:
::checks the computers for anything on the Apollo::
CMO_Rex says:
@FCO: OK, we have a green light. ::moves to the transporter pad::
OpsPalmer says:
OPS:  Stand by for the visiting delegation.
AXOWolfe says:
::feels the lift come to a stop....the doors slide open into the cavernous station ops, leads the Delegation out::
OpsPalmer says:
CTO:  Have you check the registration on the Apollo?
CEO_JJ says:
::TL starts going towards ops:: ::TL stops and doors open at the secondary OPS TL access::
CFCO_Harr says:
:: Prepares the coordinates for the bridge of the Apollo, moves to transporter pad and the team beams away::
CEO_JJ says:
::leads delegation out::
CTO_Matt says:
OPS:  Yes, I have.  It is suppose to be some distance towards the Delta Quadrant, but that was before the war started::
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  Welcome to Station OPS, the nerve center of the entire station and the surrounding system.  From here we track mining, commercial and military traffic for several lightyears.  Right now, we are investigating the unexpected arrival of one of our starships.
CMO_Rex says:
@::instructs the computer to energize the transporter::
CEO_JJ says:
::helps second half of delegation to the first half::
Sec_Arcon says:
::moves out to keep an eye on the delegation::
Host NoMor says:
::looks at the viewer:: Unexpected?  How is that possible?
CFCO_Harr says:
::Away Team arrives on the Bridge of the Apollo::
CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to OPS station:: OPS: how's it going?
CNS_Savar says:
@::Begins scanning with tricorder::
CMO_Rex says:
@::pulls out his tricorder and looks around::
CFCO_Harr says:
@*OPS* We are on the Bridge:: looks around to see condition::
Host NoMor says:
SCENERY: There are no bodies on the bridge.  The area seems to be in order except for a fine crystal dust everywhere.
OpsPalmer says:
CEO: Just beamed an AT onto the bridge.
CMO_Rex says:
@::crouches down and scans the dust::
CFCO_Harr says:
@CMO: Can you get a reading on this dust?
CNS_Savar says:
@CMO: Is this dust some kind of biological remains?
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  Space is an unexpected and hostile place, Ambassador.  While the ships arrival is unexpected, we are quick to try and find out why they are here and if they need our help.
CFCO_Harr says:
@*OPS* No bodies just some type of dust:: Checks the flight controls and tries to access the computer::
CEO_JJ says:
::Walks to the science station:: ::starts scanning to predict course of Apollo and where it might have come from::
OpsPalmer says:
@CFCO@ Can you get the engines back online?
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  and the unexpected is part of our job description....that’s why most of us signed up to be in Starfleet
CMO_Rex says:
@FCO: The dust could be humanoid remains.
CFCO_Harr says:
@OPS@ Checking Flight Controls now.
CMO_Rex says:
@FCO: Then again, it may not be. These are all fairly common minerals.
OpsPalmer says:
@CMO@ Can you determine what happened to them?
Host NoMor says:
Wolfe: That answer is not satisfactory.
Sec_Arcon says:
::moves to tactical station::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Moves to science station and tries to get into the computer::
CEO_JJ says:
::program indicates course towards the station:: ::walks back to OPS::  OPS: chief they need to change course of that ship or it is going to hit us
CFCO_Harr says:
@OPS@ The dust are minerals commonly found in humanoids
Sec_Arcon says:
::Brings up the starfleet records on the Apollo::
Host NoMor says:
ACTION: The AT accesses Apollo's computers.
CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to Conn Station:: ::begins to move the station but it is too slow Apollo can still hit part of the station::
CSO_Tyler says:
::awakens in sickbay, looking at Nurse Mailyn as she probes his head::
AXOWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow::  NoMor:  Even technology has its limits, Ambassador, while we can try and prevent all contingency's, Space travel by its very nature, is dangerous and it is impossible to try counter every possibility
CEO_JJ says:
::if those delegates weren't around the commander::
CFCO_Harr says:
::Check latest log entries::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Reads computer screen:: CFCO: I got the computer on.  It should tell us what's going on.
OpsPalmer says:
CTO: can you move us to avoid the Apollo heading us?
Sec_Arcon says:
Computer:  Retrieve all command access and prefix code for USS Apollo.     AXO:  I'll need your command code to get the authorization from Starfleet Command.
AXOWolfe says:
Ambassador:  Excuse me for a minute, Ambassador.....
CEO_JJ says:
::sees a PADD and begins typing the message the ship will hit the station::
CSO_Tyler says:
Mailyn: what happened ::rubbing his forehead::
AXOWolfe says:
::walks over to the Security station and quickly enters the codes::
CNS_Savar says:
@CFCO: Can we get this ship moving so we don't hit the station?
Host NoMor says:
::hurmps a bit and twitches his ears::
CEO_JJ says:
::walks to the AXO:: AXO: sir this PADD is important to the matter at hand you should look at it.
OpsPalmer says:
CTO: use the tractor beam to control the Apollo.
AXOWolfe says:
::takes the padd and reads::
CFCO_Harr says:
:;Moves the Apollo to station keeping distance from Arcadia
CSO_Tyler says:
Mailyn to CSO_Tyler:  You have a slight concussion... you hit your head on your way down to the floor, looks like a simple case of exhaustion, you really should try and rest Lt.
 OpsPalmer says:
AXO: Sir, we need to move the station. Permission to move the station?
CTO_Matt says:
OPS:  I can only try to see if the tractor beam is strong enough.
Sec_Arcon says:
AXO:  The tractor beam should be able to deflect it.
CFCO_Harr says:
@OPS@ We have control of the USS Apollo CNS Savar is accessing the logs now
CNS_Savar says:
@All: I'm trying to access the logs of what happened to the crew.
CMO_Rex says:
@FCO: I'm going to head to sickbay. Perhaps the medical logs will give me a clue as to what may have happened.
CMO_Rex says:
@::steps into the TL:: TL: Sickbay.
AXOWolfe says:
CEO:  prepare course to move the station....
CTO:  Ready the tractor beam
CFCO_Harr says:
@CMO: Yes we need to find out what they ran into.
CTO_Matt says:
AXO:  Yes, Sir.
CTO_Matt says:
::readies the tractor beam::
CNS_Savar says:
@All: The logs are sparse, but it appears there is an artifact on board that was opened not too long ago.
Host NoMor says:
::the Noroms move around OPS and make a general nuisance of themselves by touching things::
CEO_JJ says:
AXO: I've started the station moving sir but the ship can still hit us. unless they AT is able to access Flight controls the Apollo will hit the station
Sec_Arcon says:
AXO: Sensors show the ship is no longer drifting.  It seems to be under control again.
OpsPalmer says:
AXO: AT has control of the Apollo.
CNS_Savar says:
@CFCO: You should be able to fly the ship by now.
CEO_JJ says:
::walks back over to Conn:: ::stops the station from moving::
CFCO_Harr says:
@CNS: Continue to access the logs I'm going to the lab deck to look at this artifact. already put us in station with Arcadia
AXOWolfe says:
*AT*  Do you have helm control?
OpsPalmer says:
::watching the Noroms out the corner of my eye:: AXO: a moment sir?
CFCO_Harr says:
@AXO@ Yes we are stationary to the Station
AXOWolfe says:
::looks down at the OPS officer and walks over:: OPS:  Yes?
CMO_Rex says:
::frowns::
CNS_Savar says:
@COM: Arcadia: We have control of the ship and are moving into a relative position close to the station.
CMO_Rex says:
@Computer, activate EMH.
CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to a station near OPS::
Sec_Arcon says:
The Norom:  If you have seen enough we can proceed to you quarters.  We have programmed the food replicators to your worlds foods and set the gravity to your liking.
AXOWolfe says:
COM: Apollo:  Understood....continue your investigation....Arcadia Out
Host NoMor says:
ACTION: EMH is inactive.
CMO_Rex says:
@::frowns::
OpsPalmer says:
::quietly:: AXO: Sir, the delegation are interfereing with our mission at the moment and we need some breathing room.
CFCO_Harr says:
@CNS: You have the helm :: heads to TL Lab Deck::
CMO_Rex says:
@::attempts to download the memory of the Apollo EMH to the sickbay computers on Arcadia::
Host NoMor says:
::Trying to be civil:: We are not hungry, yet.
CEO_JJ says:
AXO: not to interrupt sir but I do agree with OPS the Noroms should not be here while this is going on
AXOWolfe says:
::turns, and without saying a word, and in a politely forceful tone::  NoMor:  Perhaps you and your delegation would be more comfortable in your quarters, Ambassador
Host NoMor says:
::ears twitch rapidly:: Wolfe: I said we were not hungry.
OpsPalmer says:
CEO: Thanks Chief.
CFCO_Harr says:
@*CNS; Exactly what does the artifact look like?
OpsPalmer says:
CTO: Status of the Apollo?
CEO_JJ says:
AXO: how bout the Astrophysics Research center
CNS_Savar says:
@*CFCO*: Unknown.  the logs of the artifact are heavily encrypted.
CFCO_Harr says:
::Arrives on the lab deck::
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  Then perhaps we can move on to the new Astrometrics and Astrogation Hold
CFCO_Harr says:
:: Looks around to see what's what::
CTO_Matt says:
OPS:  Apollo seems to be stationary now.  It doesn't appear to be going to hit the station now.
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO* Where are you at?
OpsPalmer says:
CTO: Thanks.
CFCO_Harr says:
On the lab deck of the Apollo
Host NoMor says:
Lab Scenery: There is a silvery torpedo-size casing in the center with crystal dust everywhere.
CNS_Savar says:
@:: Moves to tactical to run powerful internal scan::
CFCO_Harr says:
@OPS@ On the lab deck of the Apollo
CEO_JJ says:
AXO: I'll stay behind and help OPS sir
AXOWolfe says:
::nods at the CEO::
CEO_JJ says:
::waits for the delegation to leave::
CFCO_Harr says:
@OPS@ I think I see the artifact:: Scans the item with tricorder::
Sec_Arcon says:
::Notes incoming message from Starfleet security for me.  It's tagged routine.  Subject :  Course assignment.::
CMO_Rex says:
@Computer, this is Ensign Adam Rex, Chief Medical Officer of Arcadia Station.
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO* Don't anything until thoroughly examined.
Host NoMor says:
<Computer> Acknowledged.
CFCO_Harr says:
@*CMO* I need you down her there are 2 Vulcans by the Artifact
CNS_Savar says:
@::Notes comatose Vulcans in lab::
CMO_Rex says:
@*FCO* Stand by, I'm attempting to make the computer see reason.
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO* Do you read me?
CFCO_Harr says:
@OPS@ There are two Vulcans here and the casing is in a stasis field
CMO_Rex says:
@Computer: A medical emergency exists on the Apollo, and I require access to sickbay files.
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  Ambassador, until we complete this crisis, as Commanding Officer here, I am going to have to ask that we continue our tour of OPS later.
Sec_Arcon says:
The Norom:  The trade data for this sector is awaiting you in your quarters.  You will find all the current trade listings.  Some are time sensitive.
CFCO_Harr says:
::checks on tricorder to see how the power of the field is ::
Host NoMor says:
Wolfe: Agreed.  There is nothing of interest here.  We wish to see Engineering next.
CEO_JJ says:
::oh no::
OpsPalmer says:
*CFCO* Roger but do not touch anything until further orders.
AXOWolfe says:
NoMor:  Excellent......Chief ::motions to follow::  You're with me...
CEO_JJ says:
::walks with the AXO::
CFCO_Harr says:
@OPS@ WILCO not ready to catch anything new
Host NoMor says:
<Computer>Rex: Unable to comply.
CMO_Rex says:
@Computer: Why not?
Host NoMor says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

